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The research work presents numerical investigations on nonlinear mechanics, damage
and failure behavior for a class of composite materials and structures through micromechanics-
based multiscale analysis. A computational framework based on DIGIMAT and MSC
NASTRAN is utilized to model the problem in hand [1]. At the microscale, various con-
stituents of the microstructure (fiber, inclusions, cavities, etc.) are modeled as a represen-
tative volume element (RVE). Two approaches are utilized to address the virtual material
characterization and scale transition, namely, the direct finite element analysis (FEA) and
mean field homogenization technique (MFH). The former method provides a detailed and
accurate description of the micro field, but may lead to very high computational over-
heads from a macroscopic structural perspective. The latter is based on a semi-analytical
method (Self-consistent, Mori-Tanaka and Double Inclusion) accompanied by great com-
putational efficiency with lower details on local distributions due to volume averaging.
Nonlinearity within the microstructure constituents is modeled through a class of non-
linear models such as the elasto-plastic damage model (Lemaitre-Chaboche model [2]).
The study shall address how the aforementioned approaches prove efficient and accurate
in the prediction of composite materials and structures response across different scales,
from micro (investigating the effect of defects, local distributions, singularities) to macro
(with the structural analysis of a composite panel). Numerical predictions are validated
against existing numerical and experimental results from literature.
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